
Characteristics of Metalworking Fluids – Wetting
"Wetting" is the term that metalworking fluid (MWF)
industries use to describe the ability of a fluid to
spread out, penetrate, and cover the tool, the work
piece, the chips, and the machine. This ability to cover
or wet surfaces is critical to fluid performance. These
wetting characteristics have two components: how
well the fluid spreads (static surface tension) and how
rapidly the spreading occurs (dynamic surface
tension).

On a theoretical level, wetting is a function of fluid
surface tension that can be defined as the tangential
force that keeps a fluid together at the gas/fluid
interface, or if you prefer "surface tension is the
intermolecular force of attraction between adjacent
molecules, expressed in force per unit width
(dynes/centimeter or miliNewtons/meter)." It is
impossible to measure these forces directly, but they
can be calculated using a variety of methods. These
methods involve creating a standard volume drop of
fluid then measuring the shape, the angle at which it
contacts another surface, or rate it changes when it
contacts another surface (and there are others). Each
method has advantages and disadvantages, but they
all attempt to measure how well the fluid "wets" in a
specific situation.

It is important to understand that where metalworking
fluids are used there are many environmental issues
that can affect a fluid’s wetting ability. These include:

1. Hard water – The cations (primarily
magnesium Mg++ and calcium Ca++) react
with surfactants formulated into the fluid that
tend to reduce its ability to wet.

2. Metals in solution – Cations that come from
other metals in solution will react with the
surfactants. If the reaction occurs with multi-
valiant ions the surfactants are removed from
the solution. If they react with mono-valiant
ions, different types of surfactants are formed
which may or may not change the surface
tension.

3. Tramp oil – When tramp oil gets into solution
it tends to use up surfactants as they try to
emulsify the oil. In situations where the tramp
oil contains surfactants (is a "high detergent"
oil), the surfactant balance may be upset as
well.

Generally, the better a MWF wets (spreads rapidly and
evenly), the better the fluid works – whether it is a
coolant, straight cutting oil, forming fluid, or a parts
washing compound. However, very low surface tensions

nearly always result in increased foam and mist.

  The difference in molecular structure causes the molecules in water to be
attracted to one another. With an imbalance of forces at the surface of the water,
the molecules pull closer at the surface, creating a very thin “elastic skin” on the
water’s surface. This is called surface tension. (Without surface tension, ducks
would not float because their feathers would become too saturated.) 

A fluid's wetting or surface tension affects many
aspects of the metalworking process, some of which
are:

1. Foam – In general fluids with lower surface
tension foam more than those with higher
surface tension; however, the selection of a
particular surfactant has a great deal to do
with stability of the foam. In general, smaller
bubbles are more stable than larger bubbles.

2. Machine and part cleanliness – The ability
of a fluid to wet the surface then "sheet off" is
critical to keeping the machine, parts, and
chips clean.

3. Fluid usage – This depends on the type of
metal. Nonporous metals like steel and
aluminum wet and sheet off more readily to
provide good rust protection with less carryoff
and less fluid usage. Rough, porous materials
like gray iron and many sintered metals have a
very high surface area. So, when all surfaces
are wetted, higher carryoff results.

4. Corrosion – For a fluid to provide a corrosion
preventative film, it is critical that all surfaces
of the material be wetted with the corrosion
inhibitor.

5. Tramp oil rejection – MWF with lower surface
tension tends to have "available" surfactants in
the system. These surfactants emulsify tramp
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oil that gets into the fluid. Lighter oils like
spindle, hydraulic, and automatic transmission
fluids (ATF) are more easily emulsified than
gear and way oils.

6. Hard water tolerance – Highly surface-active
fluids (those with lots of wetting agents) are
not as tolerant to hard water as those with
fewer surfactants. Hard water minerals react
with surfactants to form hard water soaps.

7. Filtration – With the reduction in surface
tension, chips settle faster (its settling rate
increases) and flows (flux rate) through media
more readily (its rate of filtration increases).

8. Tool life – For a fluid to work effectively it
must reach the tool work piece interface. Fluid
with lower static and dynamic surface tension
does this better than those with higher surface
tension.

9. Wheel life and surface finish – Because
grinding wheels typically run much faster than
"big chip tools", the ability of fluid to rapidly
wet the grinding wheel is critical to its success.

Surface Tension of Some Typical Fluids

Water: 72 dynes/cm
Typical Soluble Oil: 30-50 dynes/cm
Typical Surface Active Fluid: 20-30 dynes/cm
Typical True Solution Fluid: 40-60 dynes/cm
Typical Semisynthetic Fluid: 25-35 dynes/cm
"Good" Wetting Threshold: less than 30 dynes/cm

Wetting, like so many other MWF characteristics, is a
very complex issue and an answer to the question
"How well does this fluid wet?" only provides part of
the information necessary to make an informed fluid
selection, or to troubleshoot a fluid problem.
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